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Contextual Neutralization of Vowel Length:
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Abstract. Based on recent experimental studies of word-final devoicing in languages
like German and Catalan which show production differences between the neutralized and
nonneutralized consonants., i t  has been claimed that phonological neutralization is' incom-
plete'. It seems, however, that this claim is quite premature given that most studies have
considered only the neutralizing phenomenon of word-final devoicing. In this paper, we
examine a qualitatively different neutralizing phenomenon - the neutral tzalion of vowel
length in open syllables. We compared the duration of Dutch long vowels which are de-
rived by an open-syllable lenghtening rule to those that are underlyingly long (cf. [da:len]
< /dal+en/ vs. [ba:len] < /bal+en/). Our study shows that there is no difference in the
duration between these vowels and that, at least, in this instance, contextual neutralization
does lead to identical surface realization of distinct phonological segments.

The identical realization of distinct
phonological segments in a specif ic envi-
ronment is termed contextual neutraliza-
tion. This is the situation in which underly-
ing feature distinctions are lost in a given
environment while being retained else-
where. One of the most famil iar examples
of neutralization is the loss of voicing dis-
t inctions in syllable-final posit ion in lan-
guages l ike German, Dutch, and Polish. In
German, for example, the feature [voice] is
distinctive such that both [*voice] and
[-voice] obstruents occur in underlying rep-
resentations ; in word-final posit ion how-
ever, [+voice] consonants become [-voice].

Thus, we find alternations in the nomina-
tive and genitive forms of nouns: [ra:t] -

[ra:des] Rad 'bicycle' as against [ra:t] -

[ra:tes] Rat 'advice', where the noun Rad
has two surface allomorphs (rat) and (rad)
as a result of the neutralization of word-fi-
nal voiced consonants. Contextual neutrali-
zations of this sort occur frequently in natu-
ral languages. In Russian, /a/ and, /o/ are
neutralized to [a] in unstressed posit ion;
compare the nominative singular and plural
forms [mril] - [mali] 

'small', but [stol] - [stali]
'table'. Turkish geminates and single conso-
nants are neutralized word-finally; compare
the possessive and nominative forms for
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'soil', 
[hakl] - [hak], with the respective

forms for'truth'' [hakkl] - [hak].
On the one hand, neutralization proc€sses

cause the loss of surface contrasts of pho-

nemes, and on the other, lead to surface al-

ternations of the same underlying mor-
pheme. But although neutralization is a well-
accepted phonological fact, recent work in
phonetics has given rise to a controversy as

to whether phonological neutralization is a
'complete' phonetic neutralization. The con-
textual neutralization rule which has been
referred to most in this controversy is the

rule of final devoicing which is phonologi-

cally motivated in a number of languages.

Several studies [O'Dell and Port, 1983;
Port and O'Dell, 1985; Dinnsen and
Charles-Luce, 19841 have suggested that fi-

nal devoicing in German and Catalan may

not be complete, so that voiceless obstru-
ents which are derived by the final devoic-
ing rule are phonetically different from un-

derived (and therefore underlying) voiceless

obstruents either in terms of closure dura-
tions, vowel length or aspiration. This evi-
dence, however, has not been unchallenged.
Fourakis and Iverson [1984] argue that the
differences obtained in the studies of
O'Dell and Port [1983] may be an artifact of
the task and that in natural linguistic con-

texts voicing is completely neutralized in

German. The results of Fourakis and Iver-
son [1984, p. la9] support the hypothesis
that production differences in German final
obstruents observable from data elicited by
a reading task are 'hypercorrect manifesta-
tions of linguistic insecurity' due to the fact
that spelling reflects the underlying distinc-
tion between the voiced and voiceless con-

sonants (cf. Rat and Rad). Their experi-
ments show that eliciting the relevant ar-

ticulations without orthographic cues

pointing to the underlying distinction can
lead to a complete neutralization of the
voicing of word-final consonants. In reply
to Fourakis and Iverson, Port and O'Dell

[1985] argue that hypercorrection should ac-
tually increase the tendency of stops to be
completely neutralized since it is a widely
known fact that German has final stop de-
voicing. However, they acknowledge that,
given the 'very small differences observed'

[Port and O'Dell, 1985, p. 470lin their pro-
duction experiments based on reading iso-
lated words, and given the absence of such
a difference in 'casual unattended speech'
in Fourakis and Iverson's [1984] study, the
differences cannot play a significant role in
normal speech.

Based primarily on Port and O'Dell

[985] and other similar studies, Dinnsen

[1985] questions whether there is any actual
occurrence of neutralization. Most empiri-
cal work on neutralization has centered
around word-final devoicing. Even if one
takes the existing results as an indication
that word-final devoicing is 'incomplete', it

remains an open question whether this
holds for other cases of neutralization. It

seems quite premature for Dinnsen [1985, p.

27 5l to claim that the 'standard view of neu-
tralization. . . is unfortunately without em-
pirical support' before other qualitatively

different neutralizing phenomena have
been examined. Therefore in this paper we
examine such a phenomenon: the neutrali-
zation of vowel length in Dutch open syl-
lables. This instance of neutralization is dif-
ferent from final devoicing since it involves
a different class of sounds, vowels rather
than consonants. However, it is similar to
devoicing because the context of neutraliza-

tion involves a boundarv - in this case an

ooen svllable.
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Vowel Length in Dutch

Dutch has both underlying short and
long vowels. Their distributional properties
have been studied in great detail by phonol-
ogists and wil l  not be discussed here [Booij,
1981;  Trommelen,  1983;  van der  Huls t ,
19851. Suffice it to say that short vowels
(not including schwa) do not occur syllable-
finally and therefore not word-finally,
whereas long vowels can [van der Hulst,
19851. Thus it is possible to get contrasts of
the type

( l )

a

(bag)

but not

The fact that, in syllable-final position,
Dutch only allows long vowels is also mani-
fested in bisyllabic words, where the first
syllable is open and the second syllable be-
gins with a vowel [van der Hulst, 1985].

riool 'drain'

r e redel 'realistic'

form of nouns shows con-
underlying long and short

o

A
/ \
/ 1 \

V V C

o

o

,A
i t \
/ t \

V V C

o

i\
i t \
/ t \
C V V

|  \ /
|  \ /
] V
r i

Examples :

(2)

The singular
trasts between
vowels :

o

/ \
and not C V

A
/ t \

V V C

\ / l
V
o l

A
/ t \
/ l \

V V C

\ / t
\ /  |
V I
e l

o

/ \
and not C V

A
/ t \
/ t \

C V V

n
C V V C

z a  k

r l h i n o l

A
/ t \

/ l \
C V V

X

Examples :

(3) vlaag
mees
boot

'squall' vs.
' t i tmouse'vs.
'boat' vs.

vlag
mes
bot

' f l ao '

'knife'
'bone'

C V

However, the addition of the plural affix

[on] (written en) can potentially create an
open first syllable. Therefore one would ex-
pect the short vowels in a word llke mes to
be lengthened in the plural. This, however,
does not happen because of the ambisylla-
bicity of the following stem consonant

[Booij, 1981; van der Hulst, 1985]. It is not
relevant here which theory of ambisylla-
bicity one follows. What is important is that
the underlying phonological length of the
singular is preserved in the plurals of these
nouns.

X
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The structure of the
rals is as fol lows:

(4)

o

corresponding plu- (7)

Singular Plural

(I) Underlying short

o o

(boats)

S

(knives)

Ambisyllabicity is, however, blocked in
certain specific morphological classes [in-
cluding certain nouns, adjectives and strong
verbs; van der Hulst, 19851. These words
can then undergo a rule of vowel lengthen-
ing in open syllables which can be stated as

(5)

/  _ lo

o
,A

C V V C
l \ / l
I  \ /  |

t \ / l
g o t

goot

o

A
/ t \

/ l \
C V V

|  \ /

dagen 'day'

In class I the underlying short vowel of the
singular does not change in the plural be-
cause of the ambisyllabicity of the stem-fi-
nal consonant. In class II, the underlying
long vowel remains unchanged. And in
class III, the underlying short vowel of the

The application
and short vowel
on the surface :

o

A
/ l \
/ l \

C V Vof this rule
contrasts for

leads to long
certain nouns

a
Examples :

(6) dag -

dal -

gar -

dagen
dalen
garen

'day'
'valley'
'hole '

dag

Dutch nouns therefore
of vowel alternations
can be divided into
classes:

show different kinds
on the surface. They
the following three

,'1t,,,,A
C +

bal

(II) Underlying long

goten

(I I I )  Underly ingshort - derived long

o o

i l \  / \
C V C  C V C +

'bal l '

'drain'

C + V C
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singular becomes long in the plural because
of the vowel lengthening rule in open syl-
lables.

Length distinction in Dutch in thus neu-
tralized in open syllables since long vowels
can also be derived from underlying short
vowels by the application of the lengthen-
ing rule. In this paper, our main interest is
focussed on comparing the surface realtza-
tion of the underlying long vowel in the plu-
ral forms of class II nouns with the derived
long vowels of the corresponding class III
plurals. Notice that the long vowels in the
class III plural forms (cf. dagen) are de-
rived by rule from underlying short vowels
which are phonologically identical to the
short vowels of the class I nouns. The nec-
essary precondit ion for the comparison be-
tween the underlying and derived long vow-
els (i.e. plurals of class II and III) to be
valid is that the short vowels in the class III
singular nouns do not differ in length from
the corresponding vowels of the class I sin-
qular nouns.

Method

The purpose of this study was to examine the
duration of the Dutch vowels [a], [e] and [o] and
their long counterparts as they are produced by na-
tive speakers in pairs of nouns of classes I, II, and
III. The stimuli consisted of 42 Dutch nouns and
their plurals and were organized as follows: There
were [4 sets of 6 words. Each set consisted of 3 sin-
gular nouns (monosyllabic) and their corresponding
plural forms such that each of the three classes was
realized once in each set. Although it was not possi-
ble to get complete minimal pairs, within each set
the vowel and the postvocalic consonant were kept
constant. The consonant immediately preceding the
vowel was kept as minimally distinct within each set
as the language would permit. In all, we had 4 sets
with the vowel [e],4 with [o] and 6 sets with [a]. The
complete list of the test stimuli, which were chosen

from the CELEX data base, is given in the Appen-
dix. An example of a complete set would be as fol-
lows : I

Singular Plural

(D Short/short

(II) Long,zlong
(III) Short.zlong

bal len 'bal l '

balen 'bag'

dalen 'valley'

Three paid male subjects read the 84 words three
times in a different randomized sequence. In order
to prevent subjects from interpreting some of the
plurals as verbs (which is possible in some in-
stances) they were told that the words that they had
to read were singular and plural Dutch nouns. Each
word was written out on a separate index card and
the subject was instructed to read a word, place the
card face down and then continue. After each se-
quence of 84 words there was a short pause.

The words were recorded on tape in a sound-
proof room using a Nagra 4.2 tape recorder and an
AKG microphone. All stimuli were then digitized
using a l0-kHz sampling rate and a 5-kHz low pass
filter setting. Vowel duration measurements were
made using a waveform edi t ing program.

Sample waveforms with marks indicating the be-
ginning and end of the vowels are given in figure l.

Vowel onset was considered to be the onset of
periodicity in the waveform. The postvocalic conso-
nants were [t,d,s,z,x,f,v,n,l], and the end of the vowel
was taken to be the point at which there was a sud-
den drop in amplitude along with the disappearance
of higher harmonics in the waveform.

t Dutch spelling consistently reflects the length
of the vowels. Long vowels are marked by digraphs
in closed syllables. In bisyllabic words, short vowels
are always followed by two consonants to indicate
closed syllables and long vowels are indicated only
by a single letter in open syllables.

bal

baal

dal
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, . - A - A / " n ^ A J \ n ,,]1il nim J,nnil,rrilnil oil,r,ilrr,ilno,tln, ilnrillilil

b a  l l e  n

I
V V V V

20 ms

r[nl]l 
illl1 [ |IiV Ii\r'1 [l]llx | iliil luq il!'

,r^ll^ 1\, A^ /ln,l\,r"il,t ilfl ^il^^ /ln^ ILn fl^,,/l^nil^nLlrX,,l-

g las

I
t  l ,  I  i  I

llil|, /l[,. /||^ ^/1, ^,il.^ ^il"
v!\ /* \ / - \ / " \J"\ / '

20 ms

" l],r v 1l\j \r llv \J v'\J ll'\J l.lJ 1]'
ilil!llXi' ilIV' [il!' [l/v' Y\lv' uvu' 1u* 1

b

,!.t,"r *thl,"..,.",. mlmilm
schot

i l r
llilnllilrlh

irryrl,lrrflr r r

20 ms I

lvx[ilnllntrilruilWll[xryfl !
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,,J,,rl,n J0,ill,,,il,n,Jl,,,iln,niln,ntr ^ ̂ "A AiI l\ /l
uril[ilfl'uf!'\\] \lJi'l

Illl[ ltil'liffl11lr

20 ms

v w \,ly\ W.]lA

d

n nilll,tl,,l,n^ il,,, 1,n,tr,,^^il ,il, ,1n,1iln,ilil,,1iln^l r  l l  A  A  ̂ A  i l f l  l l l  i lA / \  t l ,H , ,UVv' Ylr'r11]',lI[u{ill1/l|fl |'lll uNli{l[|lllllf uliIrlyI 1!vrv'

2 0  m s  I �  r

v trfl |1VV t1\/V rW T\]'W qi \ Y \l

e

I I
illtilt,r,ilil^/l^il^il^il^il^rilntln I\ AAAil11, il, lin i1n iln ilni\^n^r

spe len

,A\i[V ryu\]\ill [Vv\/l]\l I\/\/\]I]\/ I/\l\l\l\ivru il\/ tl

20 ms

uv t / |/V Vv VV V\] W I/V |JY lJV'l l/\tJ U\i,ll/\i li\^l r,\l

f

Fig. l. Sample waveforms with the measurement points marking beginnings (a-c) and ends (d-f) of
vowels.
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E

.9
E
l_(f

oJ
i

> 0
Short Short Short Long Short Long
s in -  p lu ra l  s in -  p lu ra l  s in -  p lu ra l
gu la r  gu la r  gu la r

C lass  I  C lass  l l  C lass  I  l l

Fig.2. Mean vowel durations across speakers
and vowels for three classes of singular-plural pairs.

Results

The mean vowel duration for the three
types of singular-plural pairs (class I, II,
and III) across subjects and across all vow-
els is shown in figure 2. The overall pattern
shows that underlying and derived long
vowels are phonetically identical.

Analysis of variance of vowel duration
with subjects as units of analysis shows a
significant effect of the six conditions (sin-
gular vs. plural of class I, II, and III) plot-
ted in f igure 2 [F(5, 10) : 156.1, MSe :
2,014, p<0.00051. The short vowels of the

Table I. Mean vowel duration and standard deviations (SD) for each subject and each vowel in plural
forms of class II (underlying long) and class III (derived lone)

Subject I S ubject 2 Subject 3

Vowel mean SD SD mean SD

2t9t 4  . t Underlying
long

Derived
long

24

t(r7):-3.7
p < 0.002

l 8

1 4

( l  l ) : -0.38
NS

27

l 9

( l  l ) : -1 .1
NS

22

197 211

210192207

180168177t v . l

t69l l 5

Underlying
long

Derived
long

35

(17):-0.e 1
NS

29

1 6

(l l ) :0.23
NS

9

22

(11) : -0 .4 t
NS

2 l1 8 1

186172l 8 ll o l

184170t 7 7

Underlying
long

Derived
long

t 9

(17):-0.21
NS

l 9

28

( l  l ) : 0 .15
NS

20

28

(11) : -0 .3
NS

26

In addition' the t values for the nine critical comparisons of the duration of underlying vs. derived long
vowels are siven.
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singular nouns of both class I and class III
(i.e. bal and dah are almost identical. More-
over, the long vowels in the plural nouns,
underlying long for class II and derived
long for class III, show a mean difference
of only 3 ms. Neither differences approach
significance in a Newman-Keuls test. We
conclude from this that, across subjects and
vowels, the phonetic realization of underly-
ing long vowels and those that are derived
by rule do not differ. We then checked to
see whether this pattern holds for each sub-
ject and each word.

Table I shows the mean vowel duration
of underlying long vowels (i. e. long vowels
from the plural of class II nouns) and de-
rived long vowels (i. e. long vowels from the
plural of class III nouns) for each of the 3
subjects and each of the three vowels. In
addition, table I gives the standard devia-
tions of these means and the t values for
pairwise t tests for correlated samples. For
vowel [a], each mean is based on l8 obser-
vations, for vowel [e] and [o] on l2 observa-
tions.

Only one of the nine comparisons yields
a statistically significant difference between
underlying long and derived long vowels.
For the other eight, the differences are non-
significant. Taken as a whole, the results of
the overall analysis as well as the pairwise
comparisons within subjects and within
vowels support the view that neutralization
in the case of vowel length is complete.

In addition to the results on neutraliza-
tion, the Newman-Keuls test carried out on
the six condition means reveals the follow-
ing pattern: The short vowel of plurals from
class I nouns is significantly shorter than its
counterpart in the singular (p <0.05). This
result fits in well with other findings [e.g.,
Nooteboom, l9'72: Klatt, 19731, which show

and F2 measures for 1 subject and
plural forms of class II (underlying
II I  (der ived long).

Table IL Fl
each vowel in
long) and class

Underlying Derived t
long long

[a:]
F1 605

F2 r,445

595

1,448

( 5 ) :  l . l 4  p : 0 . 3 0 4

t / S \ : - O  ) l  I  n : O  R l a

[e :]
F1 445

F2 2,t46

444

2,2t8

(3): 0.055 p:0.960

t r ' l \ :  -O 9)6  n- �O 4)1

[o:l
F1

F2

506

876

s l l

860

(3 ) : -0 .191 P:0 .861
f / 1 \ :  O  4 1 7  n :  O  6 Q )

In addition, the t values for the six critical comparis-
ons of the F1 and F2 measures of underlying vs. de-
rived long vowels are given.

that monosyllabic words (in our case singu-
lar forms) have longer vowels than the
corresponding bisyllabic words (in our case
plural forms). In contrast to Nooteboom's
results, although the same pattern holds de-
scriptively for long vowels, it cannot be
confirmed statistically. This may be due to
the fact that phonologically Dutch has a
strong tendency to lengthen vowels in open
syllables (cf. the examples in 2). The short
vowels of class I nouns occur in closed syl-
lables both in singular and plural forms due
to ambisyllabicity. For the class II nouns,
the vowel in the singular is in a closed syl-
lable, but it is in an open syllable in the plu-
ral (cf. example 7). Therefore, it is not sur-
prising that the 'phonetic shortening' as a
function of the number of svllables is less
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pronounced for the underlying long vowels
(class II) than for the underlying short vow-
els (class I).

Long and short vowels in Dutch do not
only differ in duration, but they are also
qualitatively different. This qualitative dif-
ference between vowels like [a] and [a:] is
manifested in their different formant values

[cf. Koopmans-van Beinum, 1980; Noote-
boom and Cohen, 19761. These studies refer
to qualitative differences between long vs.
short vowels, and no differences in formant
values have been noted between underlying
and derived long vowels. Nevertheless, to
be certain that there were no differences in
quality between the class II and class III
vowels in the plural nouns we ran a pilot
study comparing the F1 and F2 values for
one set of stimuli for 1 speaker. Using a
25.6-ms full hamming window, we took
LPC measures of each of the vowels. The
window was placed at the beginning of the
fifth glottal pulse to ensure that we were in
the steady state of the vowel. Table II gives
the mean values for F1 and F2 of underlying
and derived long vowels. The correspond-
ing t tests do not show any significant dif-
ference between the underlying and the de-
rived lone vowels.

Discussion

The general question we addressed in
this paper was whether the phonological
merger of two distinct segments (contextual
neutralization) leads to phonetically iden-
tical segments. Specifically, we investigated
whether phonological neutralization of
vowel length in Dutch is phonetically com-
plete. We compared the durations of long
vowels which are derived by rule from un-

derlying short vowels (i. e. plurals of class
III nouns) with long vowels which are not
derived by rule (i. e. plurals of class II). As
we also noted, a necessary precondition for
this comparison to be valid is that the short
vowels of the singulars of class III nouns
do not differ from the short vowels of the
singulars of class I nouns. The results show
that this precondition holds. Given this
precondition, the comparison of class II
and class III plural nouns supports the
claim that neutralization of vowel length in
Dutch open syllables is complete.

Most of the arguments against the com-
pleteness of neutralization are based on the
loss of the voicing distinction in syllable-,/
word-final position. A number of studies

[Dinnsen 1985; Port and O'Dell, 1985;
Slowiaczek and Dinnsen, 19851 have
claimed that experimental examinations of
neutralization phenomena have shown that
there are differences in production corre-
sponding to underlying distinctions. The
present results show that this claim does
not hold at least for neutralization of vowel
length in Dutch. This holds for vowel dura-
tion as well as for vowel quality as ex-
pressed in the F1 and F2 measures.

Fourakis and Iverson's [1984] results sug-
gest that production differences in reading
tasks between regular German voiceless ob-
struents and those derived by word-final de-
voicing may be due to the fact that German
spelling reflects the underlying distinction
between voiced and voiceless consonants.
In the case of Dutch, however, the spelling
of the plurals of class II and class III nouns
does not give any cue as to whether the long
vowel is derived by rule or not. Thus the
production of vowel length in the present
study cannot have been influenced by or-
thographic cues.
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In sum, the present results contradict
Dinnsen's [1985] claim that phonologically
neutralized segments are phonetically dis-
tinct. We feel that without orthographic
cues indicating the underlying phoneme
which may lead to hypercorrection, what is
accepted as phonological neuialization of
underlying feature distinctions can be ex-
pected to be complete. Contextual neutrali-
zation can lead to identical surface realiza-
tion of distinct phonological segments, and
for the case of neutralization of vowel
lensth in Dutch it indeed does.
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Singular Plural Gloss

(4)

(s)

(6)

haf
raaf

bal
baal
dal

wad
daad
bad

ren
scheen
gen

scheg
veeg
weg

wed
zweed
schred

spel
peel
spel

schot
goot
schot

vod
brood
god

nn f

stoof
hof

tol
stool
hol

haffen
raven
graven

ballen
balen
dalen

wadden
daden
baden

rennen
schenen
genen

scheggen

wegen

wedden
zweden
schreden

spellen
pelen
spelen

schotten
goten
schoten

vodden
broden
goden

poffen
stoven
hoven

tollen
stolen
holen

'lagoon'
'raven'
'grave'

'ball'
'bale'
'valley'

'mud flat'
'deed'
'bath'

'run'
'shin'

'wedge'
'wipe'
'road'

'ford'
'swede'
'step'

'game'
'peel'
'game'

'partition'
'gutter'
'shot'

'rag'
'loaf
'god'

'puff
'stove'
'court'

'toll'
'stolle'
'hole'

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

( 1 1 )

(12)

(  l3 )

(14)Appendix

Lisr of Test Words

Singular Plural Gloss

( l )

(z)

plag
laag
slag

krat
taat
gat

klas
b laas
glas

plaggen
lagen
slagen

kratten
raten
garen

klassen
blazen
glazen

'sod'
'layer'
'b low'

'crate'
'honeycomb'
'hole '

'c lass'
'bladder'
'g lass'
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